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Africa becomes compressed i.Jlto a personal lyricism of unusual inteJlsity, to the epic 

expansiveness of A Tough Tale, vith its direcUy referential and secular celebration of ..__ ____ .,._ 

a revolutionary movement, the career of Mongane Wally Serote spans an importaJlt 

period i11 the history of resistaJlce and its cultural expression in South Africa over the 
+w,, d e.cec/. es. 

past deeede aed & ba:tf. Serote is videly recognized iJl South Africa and beyond as being 

a leadiJlg figure in the generation of writers vhich emerged in the seventies (.tnovn 

as the era of Soveto Poetry) vhicb includes Oswald Mbuyiseni Mtsha1i. Sipho Sepamla 

and M&fika Gva.la. The vor.t of this generation--vhich extends to the collective vor.t 

of the writers' groups which. a.long vith i.Jldividua.1 poets. vere publishing iJ1 

Staffrig#.,!' magazine--inaugurat.es a resurgence of black literary activity in the 

country &ft.er the chilly silence produced by the banning and exile of the writers of the 

late fifties and early sixties. the generation associated with PE!!!!. magazine. Serote vas 

given the Ingrid Jo.n.ter Prize for poetry in 197', and a.long vith Wop.to Jensma and J. 

M. Coetzee. he vas given the South African English Academy Creative Writing Avard ill 

1983 as one of the ".most significant" of South African writers to have emerged in the 

seventies. 

Mongane Serote vas born in Sophlatovn, but he grev up and vent to primary school ill 

Alexandra., a township ill Johannesburg which "vas not meant for people to live ill;· 

(IA2iibam,, mteNtew. ,1~. The child of parentsvho, as he puts it, vere comparatively 

neither very rich, nor very poor, Serote vas able both to feel part of a community 

whose common experience was impoverishment, and also to reflect on and articulate 

that experience. He explains, "that position mates you teenly aware of other people 

beillg extremely poor, and that i11 fact you are closely related to poverty. Poverty is a 
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constant threat. You become aware that it is a miracle that you have meals daily, that 

you have a chance to go to school. Llving a miracle is like hanging from a very high, 

high building, .held there only by a strand of hair. That is Alexandra; that is South 
Q..-

Afric3:: (Qapmaa. Se•P8etrJ· 113). From the early poem entitled. simply, 

"Ale1andra," Serote's home town remains a distinctive signature. a specific urban 

geography transformed by experience into an ambivalent symbol of both mothering 

3 

and oppressio~f'My begitu1i:11g Ylt1 .t:netted t:e you.I jusl ™'e ye11 kael m.y destia1" _cz____ 
-.:YUM!Hlffltlo 2%). -e___ __ _ 

Serote left the Morris Isaacson High School in Soweto before matricutati.n.g. having 

been amongst the earliest of the unfortunate beneficiaries of Bantu Education (a.part 

from. a year a..a.d a. half at the Sacred Heart High School in Leribe, Lesotho). In 1969, he 

vas detained for nine months under the Terrorism. Act; no charges we.re preferred 

against him on his release. Before leaving South Africa in 1974, Serote worked in 

advertising and as a freelaJlce journalist for /!PB. and he collabrated with several 

cultural groups such as Mihloti Black Theatre, MDALI (Music, Drama. Art, Literature 

Institute) and SABTU (South African Black Theatre Union). During this period he co

authored a musical. Plliri. Fro.m.197' to 1979 he studied Fine Artsand Creative Writing 
- I\ 

at Columbia University in New York where he .received an. M.A. degree. On his return 
I 

to ~outhern Africa in 1979, Se.rote chose voluntary exile in Botswana where he co-

founded the Medu Arts Ensemble. He has published poetry in !!l!!!ir, Nev fJw:t, Tlle 

~"c. Co11tqst. !!.#!!i¢er. J:g_r..p_1.~_Re11o_ster and f/6.y/Joy. He edited SJ!:~~-ilJz 

btl10Jo1y of Poetry /Jy S!J!I.I.IJ. 41):1_i:8Jls iJz £rile iJz Bo/SFlllla. At present he lives in - - - -·---·~ -- . ... --• . 

Londoo. and worts in the Department of Arts and CUlture of the African. National 

Coo.g.ress( A "I c) . 
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-· \ ', Serote's first two collections, Ya.klu1J'i.Dko1110 (which means the cry of caule going to 
~ •·- ----- •P-- - -

slaughter) and Tsetlo (a bird with a mysterious and luring whistle w.hic.h can lead the 

listener to either pleasure or da.nger--perhaps a symbol of the poet) consist. mainly of 
I 

lyric poems and dramatic monologues whose formal antecedents can be found, by and 

large, in the Anglo-American tradition; in later-work:, Serote begins to eiplore the 

resources of the more indigenous form. the epic. The early poems, written in free 

verse. present a reflective persona who witnesses and struggles with and evaluates his 

world in a language which is sharply metaphoric. whose tones are sometimes bitter. 

sometimes ironic, but invariably passionate and authoritative. Serote's predominant 

themes eipress the waste and suffering that are encountered in the midst. of ordinary. 

daily eiperience under apartheid. While this eiperience is filtered through an 

anguished self who witnesses and suffers with it, the feeling seldom lapses into 

sentimentality or an acceptance of easy solutions: Se.rote's control is a function of a 

defiant spirit, and an imagery that can sharply articulate social commentary: 

This little black boy 
Is drawn like a cigarette from its box. 
Lit.. 
He loots at his smoke hopes 
That twirl. spiral., curl 
To nothing. 
He grows like cigarette ashes 
As docile. as harmless; 
ls smothered. 

("Burning Cigarette") 

The final poem in YaklJ81'i.Dko1110 , however, called "Black Bells," reveals an. explicit 

frustration. vith both the language an.d the formal limitations of the dominan.t pattern. 

and points the wa.y to Serote's experiments with longer structures (a process which also 

leads eventually to Serote's one and only novel). The protagonist compla.i.ns of being 

"trapped twice." both by the apartheid society and by the language of "whitey." The 

poem ends in a scramble to get out: "You've trapped me whitey! Meem wanna. ge aot 
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Fuel Pschwee e ep booboodubooboodu blllll/ Black. books.I Flesh blood words shitrr 

Haai/ Amen" (~-

Serote's exasperation with the social, linguistic and formal constraints of his situation. 

together with a brief. tonging glance at the possibility of an alternative. and black.. 

cultural authority--the "Black boo.ts" containing "flesh and blood words"--are seldom 

completely suppressed below the unstable surface of most of the early poems. The 

struggle with language and form.. however. is pa.rt of the struggle to come to terms 

vith aa.d articulate the black experience. "Where's the world?" as.ts the speaker in 
4 
/ 

"The Face of a. Happening" ( Ylll..hli~"Jr. "How do you look. at it?/ It's like you are 

trying to put the wind into bed." In. the early poems Serote does turn. in 11 few instances 

to indigenous resources for appropriate formal models. and the results are such poems 

as "City Johannesburg" a.nd "Alela1ldra" in Yaklul'iDbJ1110 and "Introit" in Tse/Jo. 

which have links with the tradition.al izi/Jo1110 and .litJJobJ. especially the device of 
_.C-

" m.w.o.g-by .naming.') </,et ~ufe.1Q.M'zamane'.~Jatl'O~~~tioirto_§e/e(/ed~111S ). Some of 

the poems--for exam.pie. "Hell. Well, Heaven" in Ya.t1Ja.J'iDko1110 and "Mother Dada and 

Company" in TsetJo --iU.k.e use of a.n Afro-American vocabulary and idiom. notably in 

their jazz-like parallelisms and refrai.D.s. But it is in the longer poems of No Ba/Jy ~u~ 

,eep and Bell.old~ Flonrs that Serote attempts a more complete integration of 
,___ - ·. -· . -·- -- -----

his formal versatility and an historical vision of black struggle, although. the personal 

or existential emphasis remains strong in the longer poems as well. 

No /Ja/Jy Must 'JTeep is a single poem of fifty-three pages which attempts to chart the 
___,_ ..... - -- -

course of the "blackm.anchild" in its journey of self-discovery and self-emergence. The 

poem. establishes ma.ny of the formal and symbolic patterns that Serote will use in later 

wort. The journey begins vith a. return to childhood, to the familial relations and peer 

group associations that develop within the scarred urban landscape of the township; 
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the consistent thread through this experience is the bond with the mother, who is the 

addressee of the poem. The growth to adult consciousness involves a sense of internal 

Joss. an existential pain--the recurrent metaphor for this is a bleeding wound-

generated by questions about seJfhood and identity ("mama/ you grew a hollow and 
-~ -

.named it me" 8a); but the pain is also secular. and more than individual, in that it 

involves an internalization of the wider social malady. Serote's imagery of the body i.n 

various fo.rms--youthfU1. aged, in childbirth, wou.nded--serves as a .register of 

immediate, almost preconscious pressures in the life-experience of individuals in a. 

brut&l environment. Towards the end of the poem. the selrs transcendence is sought 

through the deployment of a number of organic metaphors: the sea, the s.ty, the 

landscape. trees. but finally and most powerfUUy, the river. The river gives coherence 

and historical depth to the black experience. thereby assuaging it symbolically: 

this river is dark 
this river is deep 
this river coils its depths and hides its flow 
the river is dart 
the deaths that emerged from. a creation into a. hole 
fell and f orm.ed little ripples on the surf ace of the river 
the deaths that came rushing like a mad train 
crushed 
smashed 
and there were no screams 
thett were no tears 
nobody mourned 
the corpses still stride the streets lite scarecrows 

No ./Jaby Must '/Yeep ends with an affirmation of the self. through its transcendence 

and integration with the coUective history imaged in the river. but there is also an 

affirmation of the value of the poetic language which gives expression to this process: 

"i have gone beyond the flood now/ i left the word on the flood/ it echoes in the depth 

the width/ i am beyond the floo4;_'. (6\)d,~t,).--..-ll-- · 
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The relationship between "the word" and "the flood," in other words between the 

resources a.nd effects of language and the black historical e1perie.nce, provides the 

titular motif for Serote's .next long poe~ ~i;;:!!!!!fl!,d M_fl!la, .f!t?W:"I'!· From the 

artist Skunder Boghossian. Serote learned the story of a man who chopped a body into 

pieces and on throwing them into a river. a child looking on said, "Mama, loo.k at the 

flowers." The river in this poem--whosewaters are "no longer clean"--runs .not only 

through the black diaspora but also through the entire colonized world: it is the 

Llmpopo. the Zambesi, the Nile. the Mississit. the Amazon. the Ganges (8). This larger 
;\ 

perspective is probably attributable to the poem's having being written outside of the 

country, in 197'. during Serote's period in the United States as a student at Columbia. 

While this sojourn was clearly not a happy one for Serote (some of the anguish of what 

is surely Serote's own sense of isolation comes through in the portrayal of Yao in To --
Every .Birtll its Blood; Serote is also o.n record as having said. perhaps impulsively. that 

"g~~~-~-~eric;-~as a waste of time");•£llaple;-~~U4lf it did provide 

an expanded sense of historical horizons. In addition to South Africans such as Albert 

Luthuli and Robert Sobukwe. who are given a united "voice," there are. for example. 

scattered references to such figures as the Afro-Americans Angela Davis. Malcolm I 

and George Jac.tson. and to the leaders of the anti-colonial struggles in Mozambique 

and Guinea Bissau. Eduardo Mondlane and A.mil car Cabral. As in No /J&IJy Musi 'fYeep, 

the poem develops from an existential center involving a journey of self-discovery. 

This point of deparwre ls located in the o.nly repeated refrain. "where is it that i am not 

there / vhat. is it that i do not know." The search for identity that the poem records, 

however. is o.ne that is contructed from the capacity of the speaking subject to witness 

pain a.nd give it an historical dimension. by recalling it in memory and by summoning 

the collective will to endure and transcend it. (The appeal to an historical memory. 

folloved by a call for mobili~on. is a pattern that Serote will repeat in later. more 
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e1pliciUy revolutionary poems.) The communal and historical struggle to overcome 

enormous obstacles is well illustrated in the following ext.ract: 

ah 
there is the hill n.ow 
the distance behind me is too deep 
i do not know if i ha.ve been to the sea 
there is the hill now 
i look back 
my footprints a.re pools of blood 
on the terrible sand 
there is the hill .now 
it broke your grandfather's back-
in my grandfather's dead eyes, 
the hill stands lite a monument 
let me whisper to you 
my father whispered to me 
a.fter his father whispered to him 
there is the hill now 
i will wade to it. th.at it waits that i come 
iamlicking 
but i am going to mount that hill 
ah 
there is the hill now, 
i will come there, and unload my suitcases 
these suitcases, full of wounds 
i will unload them 
and i will be terrible, the stats will pop lite bursting 
balloons 

--=: (46) 

_ The e11d of this process is ambivalent in Be./Jold Muta, floJYers (as the final line of the 

extract te11ds to suggest). Serote is certain only that the struggle has been and 'Will 

continue to be char&etertted by continuous historical tu.rm.oil. There were "storms" in 

the past, those unleashed by early colonial usurpation ("that storm that viped the cattle 

file you 'Wipe your .nose clean") ~d there are storms to come: "and you must know 

that one day. the storm will hit me / and i vill fall / and i will never be able to say it the 

'W&y i should say it / what i really know I i shall have left / into the storms of the 

futur~ ~e poem's concluding paragraphs. moreover. provide contending 

scenarios. In the first. "your dignity is locked tight in the resting laces/ in the places 

vhere you shall drink water / around the fire vhere you shall laugh with your 
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children"; in the second, "your dignity is held tight in the sweating cold hands of 
C/ 

death/ the village where everything is silent about dignities; f_#.j. The final line then 

offers the poetic--but not politica1--reso1ution implied in the tiUe: "behold the flowers. 

they begin to bloom!" (j}):· -.. --

The first of the "storms of the future" was closer than Serote might have anticipated in 

t 9n. vhen /Jellold M.a.au. llonrs vas published, for in June of the following year the 

Soveto Revolt erupted. To Every Birt.lJ ilsBlood incorporates the "days of Power," as 

9 

they became known in subsequent literature~e also Si:p:he Sepaml&'s A .lllde M ~ 

_,/JirWitJd, Miria:mTlali's AJ118.1Jdla and Mbtdei& Mafuae'~T~~ 

The novel does not narrate the course of the Revolt, nor does it direcUy tell the story of 

the students who were involved in it, but it does explore through episodic moments the 

experience of a range of people whose lives are throvn into crisis by the Revolt and its 

consequences. The novel falls into two parts. Part One. presented in the first person. 

dea.J.s vitb. the personal history and early, unfulfilled working life ofTsi Molope. Much 

of the anguished subjectivity of Serote's poems is in the character of Tsi. for whom the 

drink and jazz of the townships provide supports against the alienating and 
-z. 

brutaliAing effects of b.tac.k. life. Part Tvo is in the third person. a.a.d deals more fully 

vitb. Tsi's family and associates. Here the deepening historical crisis is shown to affect 

the characters in different vays. but most notably, ve see the emergence to mature 

political leadership of Michael Ramono, the absorption into activism of his daughter, 

Diteledi, through the agency of Oupa, Tsi's illegitimare ~d disregarded nephew. and 
r 

the growth of gue~illa activity linking the remaining individuals into the loosely 

defined political association termed the Movement. At times the Movement is indicative 

of the popular swing to the ANC which followed on the Revolt, at.other times it operates 

as an organic metaphor (lite the river of the longer poems) linking disparate elements 

into an affirmation of collective resista.a.ce. The treat.ment of the Movement as both 



secular and organic rema.iJls a consistent feature of Serote's poems. and it appears in 

the latest work. A TouglJ Tale. 

)1(. 8l{)cd 
Criticism of To Every Birth is divided over the question of whether the work is 

I\ 

structurally coherent. One critic argues that it is formally and thematically unified by 

a shift from an individual to a collective focus. and from alienation to commitment; 

/2) (Barheam la Yj,'.); another. who values formal unity less highly than the 

relationships between fiction and history. contends that the novel comprises two 

distinct fictional projects. that the existential /Jilt/u11gsroJJJaJJ involving the life of Tsi 

is overtaken. but not completely erased. by the larger, more radjcal narrative of social 

conflict and .resistance. The latter .reading .relies on calculated guesses about the Revolt 

being incorporated into the novel as it happened,(Jlissu:SS:-..;n-). s::i. 

To Every Birth its Blood, and by implication, the events of Soweto 1976, are clearly 

pivotal in Serote's development. In fact, one might argue that the changes that begin 

to occur in Se.rote's work at. this time reflect wider shifts of allegiance within black 

political life, and that. Serote is very close to the pulse of these developments. It is true 

that iJl the poems up to and iJlcluding .BelJold .M&111a, FloTYers, Serote's vor.t has close 

affinities with Black Consciousness, the philosophy of black self-reliance pioneered by 

the South African Students Organization (SASO). and given its most articulate 
81&.r k Cc.,.:c,iou.;;i~!:i 

e1pression iJl the work of Steve Biko. ~ vas the most significant ideological t&11ying 
,I, 

poiJlt of the seventies up to and including the Revolt. In .keeping with this consensus, 

Serote·s earliest categories of social analysis are racial ones. and he unmistakeably 

deploys form.al and ideological strategies that show a conscious identification with the 

black world and its traditions. Mbulelo Mzamane, in the introduction to Selected Poe.IDS, 

argues quite e1pllcitly that Serote is the poet of Black Consciousness. Serote also 

worked with CULCOM, the cultural committee within SASO, and was an associate of Bi.to 
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(interestingly, it was Biko who persuaded Serote to co.ntinue a working relationship 

with the white poet Lionel Abrahams. who had been instrumental in publishing 

Serote's first collection. but whose editorial suggestions Serote found difficult to accept), 
/3 (tt d< C,::,,:,;.• 0 '.J!i"'.C ;,t 

r--i--_...-:;:Sffifiliii3i). The involvement with ~ also extended to Serote's wort with the theat(~ 
A 

groups already mentioned. Serote himself. on the other hand. is cautious about the tag 
1'3l~c k Co l'\ [,- ,,,,_, ;;,,,:-,,:~ 

of !iiie. and says laconically that it was given to him parUy by unsympathetic (and we 
/\. 4-

assume vhite) readers (1.hapwm½U). no doubt as a distancing device. What emerges 
.. h r{i(.'oJ} . 

i.n To £very Birt./J 1i however, is an uneven process i.n vb.ich the struggle is seen to be 
. •1d eolo3j', 

most usefully advanced by a secutar
11 

rather than the racial or cultural ideology which 

is characteristic of Black Consciousness, and a form of collectiv~on that is most 

obviously represented by the ANC. Michael Ramo.no. whose activism stretches back to 

the non-racialism of the fifties (which distinguishes him from the Soweto generation) 

and whose political wisdom carries most weight i.n the novel. tells Diteledi in vhat is 

undoubtedly the clearest ideological statement of the novel: 

"I want you to u.nderstand that colour must .not be the issue. 
Once we get to understand that, then we can talk on, but I 
am afraid that you have put too much emphasis o.n the 
colour questio.o.." ~ 

Serote's ideological emphases a.re n.ot sectarian, however; it is indeed a questio.n of 

emphasis. as Ra.mo.no puts it. Eve.o. i.n Serote's .next work, Tlle Nqllt .Ce-,ps ,i.an.a6, 

v.ritte.n vb.oily u11der conditio.ns of commited exile i.n Botswana (the decision to go to 

Botswaila Serote describes as "on.e of the healthiest decisions I have ever made in. my 

life") .w,,..;;. and given over un.a.mbiguously to the ideal of unational revolutio.n," 

there is ai,. openi.ng tribute to Steve Biko. The poem is the most direcUy revolutionary 

of Serote' s works until this point. ending as it does with a celebration of the spectacular 

effects of ANC sabotage attacks. notably one on the prestigious SASOL oil refinery in. 

which "red, blue, green and yellow flames scream into the sky; ~ 



The poem falls into three sections. The first. "Time has run out," deals once again with 

memory, a.nd establishes the record of resistance in the popular consciousness. 

Throughout this section the night is seen as the supra-historical witness to the decades 

of black suffering. a knowing consciousness which enables Serote to posit the 

historical continuity demanded by the resistance movement. In the second section. 

"The sun was falling," there are tvo poems. "Exile," which deals with the unreal silence 

surroundulg the elite in his adopted home. a.nd "Notes." which traces the growth of a 

"secret." into "a song," in this context a revolutionary commitment to armed struggle 

which bri.ngs assurances of a transformed ruwre. T.b.e names of ANC fallen. notably 

Solomon Mahlangu. are gjven as rallying calls. The final section, "Listen. the baby 

cries and cries and cries," similarly consists of two poems. "Once more, the distances," a 

lyrical poem which anticipates the birth of a Jove-child (presumably also a 

representative of the nev sodety) and "The long road," which celebrates the successes 

of ANC attacks while asking repeatedly ,".how is a long road measured?" 

a.-
A Tougll T&le. Serote's most recent long poem -.. continues the revolutionary 

.I 

dedication of T./Je Nis./Jt Ieeps '/Yi11.ki.Ds, but there is now a deepened sense of the costs 

of the struggle; in fact, Serote intimates that its .human and historical dimensions are 

in the final analysis beyond the capacity of language or narrative to grasp. for the 

poem asts repeatedly, how can this tale be told? It would be useful to recall the period 

prior to the poem's publication. 198,-87. which involved three wccessive States of 

Emergency declared by the government (in the poem. the State has become a wounded 
~ 

mamba) ~ detentions which ran into figures well over ten thousand, complete nevs 
J 

blackouts. and more deaths than in any of the other major conflicts with which South 

Africa's history is littered. including the Soweto Revolt. Implicitly, Serote's poem as.ts 

the question. what supports can literature provide in such a conten? No narrative 

seems to be adequate to such a moment, other than as a reminder of the power of people 
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to endure: "my people/ I cannot be rash with this tale/ you taught me to wait and be 

patient / so you-- / through your wealth of life / you tell this tale as your Hf e unfolds? 

,~- Serote now also speaks soberly about this tale being "a song whose strength like 
~ 9---
- strong wind/ can blow and reveal our weaknesse~ af)_ The difference between Tlle 

Nig/Jt Keeps '/1".iDk.iDg and the most recent wor.t is the latter's sharper sense of 
---·-·--·- ---. ---

historical limitations. A Toug/J T8le is not lacking in commitment; on the contrary, --- - -- ---·-· 
the poem ends by drawing strength from the continued existence and resilience of 

what for Serote are the key resistance organizations. the ANC and its allies. the South 

African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU) and the South African Communist Party 

(SACP)~erote's tale. in the final account. is the one these organizations tell of 

themselves. 
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Se.rote's most recent _pubti;aci9A is 011 tile Horizon. published in 

Johannesburg by the Congress of South African Writers (COSAW). Although it 

appeared after the unbanning of the ANC in February 1990, it is a collection of 

talks and interviews given by Serote between 1986 and 1989 in his capacity as 

cultural attache of the ANC in London. If, in his creative wor.k. Se.rote gradually 

allows his personal voice to merge with that of the ANC and its allies, the process 

is fulfilled in this collection where he spells out his movement's position 

explicitly on such questions as the meaning of Blac.k Consciousness in the 

seventies, the function of cultural activism, the cultural boycott, censors.hip, 

and so forth. It is a valuable collection for anyone interested in the maturation 

of Serote's views and in the position of the ANC on important issues during a 

crucial period of its struggle. However. the collection offers more than the 

party line; Serote's vision of the end of apartheid is an expression of his faith 

in ideas of modernity and freedom for .humanity as a whole: 

The struggle for the destruction of apartheid and for the abolition of 

the exploitation of the majority by the minority in South Africa is, on 

the one hand, a. re-entering of history by over twenty million people 

who are blac.k; and on the other hand. their entering the civilised 

world which. for many years, has been expressing a select culture 

which consciously excludes the majority of the world, and this will 

contribute to the totality and dynamism of human civilisation. , 
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Africa becomes com_pressed into a _personal lyricism of unusual intensity, to the epic 

ex_pa..nsiveness of A Toug.h TiJle, with its directly referential and secular celebration of -------·· 
a revolutionary movement, the career of Mo.ngane Wally Serote spans an important 

period in the history of resistance and its cultural expression in South Africa over the 
+ ·...i-::. de. r.,,,d es. 

past dee&ide -.cd a batf. Se.rote is widely recognized in South Africa and beyond as being 

a. leading figure in the generation of writers which emerged in the seven.ties (.kn.own 

as the era of Soweto Poetry) which includes Oswald Mbuyise.o.i Mtshali. Sipho Sepam.la. 

a..nd Mafika. Gwala. The wor.k of this generation--which extends to the collective wort 

of the writers' groups which, along with iJldividua.1 poets, we.re publishing in 

Sta.ffrig~r magazine--inaugurates a. resurgence of black literary activity in the 

country after the chilly silence produced by the banning and exile of the writers of the 

late fifties a..nd early sixties. the generation associated with Prum magazine \ ~-~ 

i!J~ the Ingrid Jonker Prize for _poetry in 19r.i, and along with Wop.ko Jensma and J. 

~,t M..J:oetzee.- he was given the South African English Academy Creative Writing Award in 

r- ln--rA...,,~ v---... 1 0(/ '.2 f th " . if" " f S th Af - . h d - '" :; .rTN~¼ .r-?07as-one.o _ e most. sign 1cant o ou . r1ca.n writers to ave emerge 1n u.ie 

, ·""U'f-G."'--~ ~venti~ t·,~-l""--,,I .. , ~ -- ~.'I. ·, 
), --- ' "~ ~) I l 
/ Monga..ne Se.rote wa.s born. in Sophia.town. but he grew up a.n.d went to primary school in 

Alexandra. a township in Johannesburg which "was not meant fo.r people to live in;' 

neither very rich. nor very poo.r, Ser ote was able both to feel pa.rt of a comm.unity 

vhose common experience was impoverishment. an.d also to reflect on. and articulate 

that experience. He explains. "that position. makes you .keenly aware of other people 

being enremely poor , and that in fact you a.re closely related to poverty. Poverty is a. 
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constant threat. You become aware that it is a miracle that you have meals daily. that 

you have a cha.nee to go to school. Llving a miracle is like hanging from a very high, 

high building. held there only by a strand of hair. That is Alexandra; that is South 
-:::,__.... 

Africa;: ({:~apma..e.. StJ;ratl}AJ-etr;,• 113). From the early poem entiUed. simply, 

·Alexandra," Serote's home town remains a distinctive signature. a specific urban 

geography transformed by experience into an ambivalent symbol of both mothering 

3 

and oppressio~f'My begin.11.illg -w a:, tt6Ltee t6 you,/ ~st 1.i.k.e yet:t k.aoL my desti-ACa,~··-· --z__ 

Serote left the Morris Isaacson High School in Soweto before m.atriculatia.g, having 

been amongst the earliest of the unfortunate beneficiaries of Bao.tu Education (apart 

from a year and a half at the Sacred Heart High School in Leribe, Lesotho). In 1969, b.e 

vas detained for nine months under the Terrorism Act; no charges were preferred 

again.st him on his release. Before leaving South Africa in 1974, Serote wori:ed in 

advertising and as a f.ree.lan.ce journalist for Po_g, and he collabrated with several 

cultural groups such as Mihloti Black Theatre. MDALI (Music. Dram.a. Art, LiteratUre 

Institute) a.o.d SABTU (South African Black Theatre Union). During th.is period he co

authored a musical. Phiri. From 197' to 1979 he studied Fine Artrand Creative Writing 
-- I\ 

at Columbia. University in. New York where he received an M.A. degree . On his return 
I 

to ,Southern Africa in 1979, Serote chose voluntary exile in Botsvana where he co-

founded the Medu Arts Ensemble. He has published poetry in !!PJ!ir. ~OJi.a . The 

Classic, Co11tnst . S/Jlffr.ider. Purple Re11oster and PiJty&Jy. He edited Shsr,,.;_!}..11 - ---- . -- ---· 

A1:ztho!f!gy_of ~et.ry IJ,v South AfriC3.JJS i11 £Ii.le i11 BolSfrn11a. At present he lives in 

London and vor.k.s in the Department of Arts and Culture of the African National 

Congress( A "IC). 



,.r. Serote's first two collections. Yu.hiJ.l'ia.tomo (which means the cry of cattle going to 
. -·- ··--

slaughter) and T.seLio (a bird with a mysterious and luring whistle which can lead the 

listener to either pleasure or da.nge.r--pe.rhaps a symbol of the poet) consist ma.inly of 
I 

lyric poems and dramatic monologues whose formal antecedents can he found, by and 

large, in the Anglo-American tradition; in later vork, Serote begins to explore lhe 

resources of the more indigenous form, Lhe epic. The early poems, written in free ~ --
verse, present a reflective persona. who witnesses a.ad:.strugg.les.w-it.h and evaluates his 

vorld in a language which is sharply metaphoric. whose tones a.re sometimes bitter. 

sometimes ironic. but invariably passionate and authoritative. Serote's predominant 

themes express the waste and suffering Lhat a.re encountered in the midst of ordinary, 

daily experience under apartheid. While this experience is filtered throug.h an 
\. ' 

r_ , ·'--... , ·I'---
1 

f;"Y-v\: anguished ~~ho-witnesses and suffers with-it, the feeling seldom lapses into 

sentimentality or an acceptance of easy solutions; Serote's control is a function of a 
:.,-

defi&nt spirit, and a.ti imagery that can sharply articulate social commentary: 
/ 

This little black boy 
Is drawn file a cigarette from its box, 
Lit. 
Re looks at his smote hopes 
That twirl. spiral, cu.rl 
To nothing. 
He grows 1ik.e cigarette ash.es 
As docile. as harmless: 
Is smothered. 

The fin.al poem in Ya..tltJJ/'iltiomo, however, called "Black Bells." reveals an explicit 

frustration with both the language and the form.al limitations of the dominant pattern. 

aJld points the way to Serote 's experiments with longer structures (a process which also 

leads eventually to Serote's one and only novel). The protagonist comp.la.ins of being 

·trapped tvice," both by the apartheid society an.ct'hy the language of "vhitey.M The 

poem ends in a. scramble to get out: "You've trapped me whitey! Meem wanna ge a.at 

4 
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Fuel Pschwee e ep booboodubooboodu blllll/ Black books.I flesh blood words shitrr 

Haai./ Amen" (~):-c-

; \. ·- -- -~ / 
! 

Serote's exasperation with the social, linguistic and form.al constrain.ts of his situation, 

together with a brief, longing glance a.t the possibility of an alternative, and bl.ad:., 

cultural authority--the "Bl.ad. books" containing "flesh and blood words"--are seldom 

completely suppressed below the unstable surface of most of the early poems. The 

struggle with language and form. however, is part of the struggle to come to terms 

with. and articulate the black experience. "Where's the world?" asi:.s the speaker in 
,: 

1he Face of a Happening" (:.:Y;;rJ:fnd!it1.ktl111tT"Yft. "How do you look at it?/ It's file you are 

trying to put the wind inw bed." In the early poems Se.rote does turn in a few instances 

to indigenous resources for appropriate form.al models, and the results are such poems 

as "City jo.h.a.n.nesburg" and "Ale:ra.ndra" io. Yu:.hd.fmkomo and "Introit" io. Tse/Jo. 

vhicb. have li.ni:.s with the traditional izi/Jo.ago and litlJ.o.hJ, especially the d~vice of 

".mating-by naming,:· (see Mbulelo Mza.ma.o.e's_lntro9uction to Selected Poems). So.me of 
~ -· . - . 

the poems--for example, "Hell, Well, Heaven" io. Ya.Llld./111.co.mo and "Mother Dada and 

Company" in TsetJo --mate use of ~lr.ro\.~A.m.erican vocabu.ta.ry and idiom, notably in 

their jazz-file parallelisms and ref rains. But it is in the longer poems of No .BaiJy Must 

Feep and Bellold_Ma.trul. !!owe~ that Serote a.uempts a more complete integration of 
·- -

his formal versatility and an historical vision of black struggle, although the personal 

or existential emphasis rem.a.ins strong io. the longer poems as well. 

No BaiJy MlJSt J!~f! is a single poem of fifty-three pages which attempts to chart the -· 
course of the "blac.tmanchil.d" in. its jour ney of self-discovery and self-emergence. The 

poem establishes many of the formal and symbolic patterns that Serote vill use in later 

vork.. The journey begins vit.h a return to childhood, to the familial relations and peer 

group associations that develop within the scarred urba.o. landscape of the wwnship; 



the consistenL thread through this experience is the bond with the mother. who is the 

addressee of the poem. The growth to adult consciousness involves a sense of internal 

loss. an existential pain--the recurrent metaphor for this is a bleeding wound-

generated by questions about selfhood and identity ("mama/ you grew a hollow and 

named it me" 63): but the pain is also secular. and more than individual. in that it 

involves an internalization of the wider social malady. Serote's imagery of the body in 

various forms--youthfUl. aged, in childbirth. vounded--serves as a register of 

i.mmedi&te. almost preconscious pressures in the life-experience of individu&ls in a 

brutal environment. Towards !.he end of the poem. the selfs transcendence is sought 

through the deploymenL of a number of organic metaphors: the sea. the sty. the 

b.ndscape. trees. but finally and most powerfUlly. the river. The river gives coherence 

and historical depth to the black experience. thereby assuaging it symbolically: 

this rive.r is da.ri: 
this river is deep 
this river coils its depths and hides its flow 
the river is dark 
the deaths that emerged from a creation into a hole 
fell a.nd formed little ripples on. the surface of the river 
the deaths that ca.me rushing like a mad tr-a.in 
crushed 
s.m.ash ed 
a.o.d there vere no screams 
there were no teArS 
nobody mourned 
the ~rpses still st.ride the streets .like sea.rec.rows 

Ho .&IJy Must Yeep ends with an affirmation of the self. through its transcendence 

a.nd integration with the collective history imaged in the river. but there is &!so an 

affirmation of the value of the poetic language which gives expression to this process: 

-i have gone beyond the flood now/ i left the word on the flood/ it echoes in the depth 

the width/ i am beyond the flood'.' cw.;u)..,_- ~ -. . . ... 
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·. •·· 
The rela..tionship between "the word" and "the flood," -i,q other w·ords between the 

·, •j 

resources an.a duets of language and the black historical experience, provides the 

titular motif for Serote's ne1t long poe~ cf,JJ p_
1

-{Y.:..-f!:!!._t!ftf...M~s, Flow~!!- From the 

artist S.kunder Boghossian, Serote learned the story of a man who chopped a body into 

pieces and on throwing them into a river. a child looking on said, "Mama, look at the 

flowers ." The river in this poem--whose waters are "no longer clean"--runs not only 

through the blac.k. diaspora but also th.rough the entire colonized world: it is the 

f 
Llmpopo, the Zambesi. the Nile. the Mississipi. the Amazon. the Ganges (8). This larger 

1\ 

7 

perspective is probably a.u.ributable to the poem's having being written outside of the 

country, in 19n. during Se.rote's period in the United States as a student at Columbia. 

While this sojourn was clearly not a happy one for Se.rote (some of the anguish of what 

is surely Se rote· s own sense of isolation comes through in the portrayal of Yao in !,E_ 

Every lli.rt.11 its Blood; Serote is also on record as having said. perhaps impulsively, that - -·-·· ··-- - . ,...,;__-· 

"going to America was a. waste of time");sbe(hapman:fe~~ it did provide 

a...o. expanded sense of historical horizons. In addition to South Africans such as Albert 

Luthuli and Robert Sobukwe . who are given a united "voice." there are. for example, 
i'_y; 

scattered references to such figures as~?-:-A~~s Angela Davis. Malcolm X 

and George Jac.k.son , and to the leaders of ,lJ1"t ~Li-colonial struggles in Mozambique 

a.o.d Guinea. Bissau. Eduardo Mand.lane and A.mil car Cabral . As in Ho .&/Jy Must "/Feep, 

the poem develops from an eI.istential center involving a journey of self-discovery. 

This point of departure is located in the only repe&ted refrain. "where is it that. i am not 

the.re/ vhat is it that i do not kn.ow." The search for identity that the poem records, 

however. is one that is cont.ructed from the capacity of the speaking subject. to witness 

p&i.n and give it an historical dimension, by recalling it in memory and by summoning 

t.b.e collective will :..a endure and t.ta.c.scend it (The appeal to an hi...'1.0rical memor;. 
-

fol:u-Ved by.!.::!...... ::,: =ct:i.:~0~. ~3 a _pauer:i. L':lU. Ser~i.e v:.li :e-;ea.L :.c.. later. more 



·- (__ 

explicitly revolutionary poems.) hhe communal and hisrorical struggle to overcome 

e.normous-obsta.cles is w,flfillus~d i.n the following extract: 

f :JL-."l 

f'i(.'N- r c:A4j~" 
ah 

r 9 

there is the hill now 
the distance behind me is too deep 
i do not blow if i have been to the sea 
there is the hill now 
i look back-···-· 

J ....., my footprints a.re pools of blood 
~n the terrible sand 

there is the hill now 
it broke your grandfather's ba.ck.-
in my grandfather's dead eyes, 
the hill stands file a. monument 
let me whisper to you 
my father whispered to me 
after his father whispered to him 
there is the hill now 
i will wade to it. that it waits th.at i come 
i am. lic.tio.g 

-------·but i am going to mount that hill 
ah 
there is the hill now, 
i will come there. and unload my suitcases 
these suitcases. full of wounds 
i will unload them 
and i will be terrible, the stars will pop like bursting 
balloons 

-<:" (46) 

The end of this process is ambivalent in .&JJofd MJ1.111JJ, .Flowe.rs (as the final line of the 

eruact tends to suggest). Se.rote is certain o.nly that the struggle has been and vill 

continue to be characterized by continuous historical turmoil. There were Mstorms" in 

the past. th~~ unleashed by early coloni&.l usurpation ("tha.t storm that v iped the cattle 
/ ,,.,. 9-/ 

µte you vipe your nose clean") ~ a.nd there s..re storms Ul come: "and you must know 

that one day, the storm will hit me/ a.o.d i will fall/ and i will never be able to say it the 

vs.y i should sa.y it/ what i really .know / i shall have left/ into the storms of the 
c...---. / 

fUtu~ (61Jt. The poem's concluding parag.rap.hs. moreover, provide contending 

scenarios. In _t..he first. "your dignity is locked tight in the resting laces/ in the places 
, -· 

where you s.ha11 drink water/ around the fire vhere you shall laugh with your 
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children"; in the second, "your dignity is .held tig.hti.n the sweating col_~ hands of 
.,. / . --

death/ the village where everything is silent about dignitie5;:. (fit' The final line then 

offers the _poeti·~~-but not _political--resolution implied in the title: "behold the flowers, 
,.,.,,,,.,,,, ·, 

they ·begin to bloom!" (ft.1-). ·. 

,, . ' \ -A. . !l J J". t""4......,,_,, ....-,,'t" "··""-·- . .. -, <I' 

The first of
11
the "storms of the future" was closer than Serote might have anticipated in 

1 m. when. Behold Ma.m.s, Flowers was published. for in June of the following year the 

Soweto Revolt erupted. To £'<Tery llirt.h its Blood incorporates the "days of Power," as 

they bec2 me k.nown in su bseq ue.o. t literature ,.~e...a.LSO--d-i-~~e1tt:t:ffl:i:&-&-ll-,KJ1.'Te--'~r.at.~ 
(:; 

~iI:wiil d, ,M:iriAm Tlili · s A.111.s.n df8 and Mb u le le ~ae:-s--Tbe-ClJ.~ So ,reto ) . 

Th.e novel does not narrate the course of the Revolt. nor does it directly tell the story of 
' ..... ·· 

the students who were involved in it. but it does explore .tJttoug.b. e.pisodic mo.men.ts the 

experience of a range of people whose lives are thrown into crisis by the Revolt and its 

co.a.sequences. The .novel falls into two _parts. Pa.rt One. presented in the first person, 

deals with the personal history and early, u.o.fU1filled working life of Tsi Molope. Much 

of the anguished subjectivity of Se.rote's poems is in the character of Tsi. for whom the 

drin.k and jazz of the town.ships provide supports against the alienating and 
z. 

brucafuing effects of black life. Part Two is in the third person. and de&ls more fully , , 

vith. Tsi's family and associates. Here the deepening historical crisis is shown. to affect 

the cha..racten in different ways. but most notably, we see the emergence to mature 

political leadership of Michael Ramo.no. the absorption. into activism of his daughter, 

Di..kel.edi. through the agency of Oupa , Tsi's illegitimate and disregan:ted .nephew, and 

' the growth of gue,i::i.Ua. activity !in.ting the remaining individuals into the loosely 
I 

defined political association termed the Movement. At ti.mes the Movement is indicative 

of the popular swing to the ANC which followed o.n the Revolt. atoth.er ti.mes it operates 

as an organic metaphor (lite the river of the longer-poems) li.o.ting disparate elements 

into an affirmation. of collective resistance. The treatment of the Movement as both 
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secular a.nd organic remains a consistent feature of Serote's poems, and it appears in 

the latest work. A Toug.!J Tale. - ---------·-~ 
..... ----· 

I /) I i 
11<, I)• )C-o 

Criticism of To £very Bir!!J is divided over the question of whether the work is ,, 
structurally coherent. One critic argues that it is formally a.nd thematically unified by 

a shift from a.n individual to a collective focus. and from alienation to commit.ment; 

~ ; another, who values formal unity Jess highly than the 

relationships between fiction and history, contends that the novel comprises two 

distinct fictional projects, that the existential biidungsroman involving the life of Tsi 

is overtaken, but not completely erased, by the larger, more radical narrative of social 

conflict and resistance. The latter reading relies on calculated guesses about the Revolt 

being incorporated into the novel as it happened ~r~). 
·- ' 

Toae.ry Birl..!J its Blood, and by implication. the events of Soweto 1976, are clearly 

pivota.1 in Serote' s development. In fact, one might argue that the changes that begin 

to occur in Serote's work at this time reflect wider shifts of allegiance within black 

political life. and that Serote is very close to the pulse of these developments. It is true 
;_ I 

that in the poems up to &nd including Be.!Jo/dMams. Flowers, Serote'swor.k has close .,. .,. 

affinities vith B!A.C.k Consciousness. the philosophy of black self-reliance pioneered by 

the South African Students Organization (SASO) , and given its most articulate 
e )i, r ' .( r_ .~ ... ; r..: ,,,,; ;, ",:;.: 

expression in the work of Steve Biko. M.. was the most significant ideological rallying ,,. 

point of the seve1l.ties up to and including the Revolt. In keeping with this consensus, 

Serote's earliest c&tegories of social analysis are racial ones. and he unmistai:eably 

deploys formal and ideological strategies that show a conscious identification with the 

bla.ci. world and its traditions. Mbulelo Mzamane, in the introduction to Selected Poe.ms, 

a..rgues quite explicitly that Serote is the poet of Bla.c.k: Consciousness. Serote also 

worked with CULCOM. the cultural committee within SASO, and was a.n associate of Biko 
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(interestingly, it was Bi.k.o who persuaded Se.rote to continue a working .relationship 

with the white poet Llonel Abrahams, who had been instrumental in publishing 

1 1 

Se.rote's first collection, but whose editorial suggestions Se.rote found difficult t.o accept), 
, : 11 , : , r .. .. . -- - 1 : , -- ,. ... .. ' 

,.-__.-----...;.vffi-~1'). The involvement w'iLh ~ -ai~ e.xtend~d t.o Se.rote's work with the theatre 
~ A . . 

1: \. "'-. C \ . 

groups al.ready mentioned. Se.rote himself. on the other hand. is cautious a.bout the tag 
dlc:..c 1, ( c,.. :::.- . .. , : , · -- ::.~ 

of ~ . and says laconically that it was given t.o him partly by unsympa.t.hetic (and we 
/\. 

':---- ...: I 
i\SSUme white) .readers tOr-J1m1G?i-t:3:),-no doubt as a dist.ancing·device. What emerges 

• ~ -- '/ I 
' . " ,: / ." ;'o : 

in To E've.ry Birlh.~ however. is an uneven process in which the struggle is seen to be 
' • ; I 

tC' (r:'t; ~ 'JI 

most usefully advanced by a secular
11 

rather than the racial or cultural ideology which 
,,, 

is characteristic of Black Consciousness. and a form of collectiv~on that is most 

obviously represented by the ANC. Michael Ramano. whose activism st.retches ha.ck to 

the non-racialism of the fifties (which distinguishes him from the Soweto gene.ration) 

and whose political wisdom carries most weight in the novel . tells Dikeledi in what is 

undoubtedly the clearest ideological statement of the novel: 

"I want you to understand that colour must not be the issue. 
Once we get to unde.rstan.d that. then we can ta.lit on. but I 
am a.f raid that you have _put too much emphasis on the 
colour question." ~ 

Serote's ideological emphases a.re not sectarian.. however; it is in.deed a question of 

emphasis. as Ra.mono puts it. Even in Serote's nen work. Tlle Night Keeps lYi.tJJ::i.ng, 

vritre.n wholly under conditions of commited exile in Botsw~ J the decision. to go to · "

~a Serote describes as "one of the healthiest decisions I h.a.ve ever made in my 
~ 

c.' llfe.'.'} ~ito .. ~ f a.nd given over unambiguously to the ideal of· national revolution. ft 

there is a.n opening tribute to Steve Biko. The _poem is the most directly revolutionary 

of Serote's works until this point. ending as it does with a celebration of the spectacular 

effects of ANC sabotage atta.c.k.s. notably one on the prestigious SASOL oil refinery in 

which "red, blue. green and yellow flames sere~ i.nto the sky; ~ 



/ 

/ 
.. _.,, 

The poem fails into three sections. The first, "Time has run out," deals once again with 

memory, and establishes the record of resistance in the popular consciousness. 

Throughout this section Lhe night is seen as th.e supra-historical witness to the decades 

of blac.k suffering, a knowing consciousness which enables Se.rote to posit the 

historical continuity demanded by the resistance movement. In the second section, 

"The sun was falling," there are two poems. "Exile," which deals with Lhe unreal silence 

surrounding the etile in his adopted home, a.nd "Notes," which traces the growth of a 

"secret," into "11 song," in this context a revolutionary commitment to armed struggle 

which brings assurances of a transformed future. The names of ANC fa.Hen, notably 

Solomon Mahlangu, are given as rallying calls. The final section, "Listen, the ha.by 

cries and cries and cries," similarly consists of two poems, "Once more, the distances," a 

lyrical poem vhic.h anticipates the birth of a love-child (presumably also a 

representative of the new society) and "The long road," which celebrates the successes 

of ANC a.ttac.ks while asking repeatedly,"llov is a long road measured?" 

c_--

A Toug..b T.ttle. Serot.e's most recent long poem~. continues the revolutionary 
.I 

dedication of The }ljglJtXeeps !Yia.k.iag, but there is now a deepened sense of the costs 

, of the struggle; in fa.ct. Serote intimates Lha.t its human and historical dimensions are 

in the final analysis beyond the capacity of language or nu.rative to grasp, for the 

poem asks repeatedly, how can this ta.le be told? It would be useful to recall the period 

prior to the poem's publication. 198~-87, which involved three successive States of 

Emergency declared by the government (in the poem, the State h11S become a wounded 
(2,/ 

mambt!I.) 3'}. detentions which ran into figures well over te.o. thousand, complete nevs 
} 

blackouts. c1.nd more det!l.ths than in any of the other major conflicts vith which South 

Africa's history is littered, including the Soweto Revolt. Implicitly, Serote's poem a.si.s 

t.b.e question, what supports can literature proviJie in such a context? No narrative 

seems to be adequate to such a moment, other Lha.n as a reminder of the power of people 
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to endure: "my people/ I cannot be rash with this tale/ you taught me to wait and be 

patient/ so you-- / through your wealth of life / you tell this tale as your life unfolds:' 

,---f3Z). Serote now also speaks soberly about !.his tale being "a song whose strength like c-= _,. :=--

t · .. 

strong wind/ can blow and reveal our wea.k.nesse~·, ~- The difference between TlJe - -
HiglJt Keeps 'f/Ti.ni:i.og and the most recent work is the latter's sharper sense of ---· -- -- .-

historical limitations. A TouglJ Tale is not lacking in commitment: on the contrary, - --- -- -

the poem ends by-drawing strength from the continued existence and resilience of 

vha.t for Serote are the key resistance organizations. the ANC and its allies, the South 

African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU) and the South African Communist Party 

1.,i_L 
(SACP)~ erote's tale. in the fin a.1 account, is the one these organizations tell of 

;· .. 

themselves. 
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Serote's most recent.pubHcatioa is 0.11 t./Je Horizon, published in 

Johannesburg by the Congress of South African Writers (COSAW). Although it 

appeared after the unbanning of the ANC in February 1990, it is a collection of 

talks and interviews given by Serote between 1986 and 1989 in his capacity as 

cultural attache of the ANC in London. If, in his creative work., Serote gradually 

allows his personal voice to merge with that of the ANC and its allies, the process 

is fulfilled in this collection where he spells out his movement's position 

explicitly on such questions as the meaning of Black Consciousness in the 

seventies, the function of cultural activism, the cultural boycott, censorship, 

and so forth. It is a valuable collection for anyone interested in the maturation 

of Serote's views and in the position of the ANC on important issues during a 

crucial period of its struggle. However, the collection offers more than the 

party tine; Serote's vision of the end of apartheid is an expression of his faith 

in ideas of modernity and freedom for humanity as a whole: 

The struggle for the destruction of apartheid and for the abolition of 

the exploitation of the majority by the minority in South Africa is, on 

the one hand, a re-entering of history by over twenty million people 

who are black; and on the other hand, their entering the civilised 

world which, for many years, has been expressing a select culture 

which consciously excludes the majority of the world, and this will 

contribute to the totality Md dynamism of human civilisation. {! 
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From the early poems of Yakhal'inkomo (1972), 
where the anguish of black life in South Africa 
becomes compressed into a personal lyricism of 
unusual intensity, to the epic expansiveness of A 
Tough Tale (1987), with its directly referential and 
secular celebration of a revolutionary movement, 
the career of Mongane Wally Serote spans an im
portant period in the history of resistance and its 
cultural expression in South Africa over the past 
two decades. Serote is widely recognized in South 
Africa and beyond as a leading figure in the genera-
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tion of writers who emerged in the 1970s (known as 
the era of Soweto Poetry), which includes Oswald 
Mbuyiseni Mtshali, Sipho Sepamla, and Mafika 
Gwala. This group's work-which includes the col
lective work of those publishing in Steffrider maga
zine- inaugurated a resurgence of black literary ac
tivity in the country after the chilly silence pro
duced by the banning and exile of the writers of the 
late 1950s and early 1960s, the generation associ
ated with Drum magazine. 

Serote was born in Sophiatown on 8 May 
1944, but he grew up and went to primary school in 
Alexandra, a township in Johannesburg, which 
"was not meant for people to live in," as he told 
Mbulelo Vizikhungo Mzamane in an interview. The 
child of parents who, as he puts it, were neither 
very rich nor very poor, Serote was able both to feel 
part of a community whose common experience 
was impoverishment and also to reflect on and 
articulate that experience. As he explained to inter
viewer Michael Chapman, "that position makes 
you keenly aware of other people being extremely 
poor, and that in fact you are closely related to 
poverty. Poverty is a constant threat. You become 
aware that it is a miracle that you have meals daily, 
that you have a chance to go to school. Living a 
miracle is like hanging from a very high, high build
ing, held there only by a strand of hair. That is 
Alexandra; that is South Africa." From the time he 
wrote his early poem titled "Alexandra," Serote's 
hometown has remained a distinctive signature for 
him, a specific urban geometry transformed by ex
perience into an ambivalent symbol of both mother
ing and oppression. 

Serote left Morris Isaacson High School in 
Soweto before matriculating, having been among 
the earliest victims of the segregationist Bantu Edu
cation Act. In 1969 he was detained for nine months 
under the Terrorism Act; no charges were brought 
against him. Before leaving South Africa in 1974, 
Serote worked in advertising and as a free-lance 
journalist for the Post, and he collaborated with 
several cultural groups, such as the Mihloti Black 
Theatre, MDALI (Music, Drama, Art, Literature 
Institute), and SABTU (South African Black Thea
tre Union) . From 1975 to 1979 he studied fine arts 
and creative writing at Columbia University in New 
York, where he received an M.A. On his return to 
southern Africa in 1979, Serote chose voluntary 
exile in Botswana, where he co-founded the Medu 
Art Ensemble. He has published poetry in Ophir, 
New Coin, Classic, Contrast, Steffrider, Purple Renoster, 
and Playboy. At present he lives in London and 
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works in the Department of Arts and Culture of the 
African National Congress (ANC). 

Serote's first two collections, Yakhal'inkomo 
(the title of which means the cry of cattle going to 
slaughter) and the 1974 book Tsetlo (whose title is 
the name of a bird with a mysterious, luring whistle 
that can lead the listener to either pleasure or dan
ger-perhaps a symbol of the poet), consist mainly 
of lyric poems and dramatic monologues, the for
mal antecedents of which can be found, by and 
large, in the Anglo-American tradition; in later 
work Serote begins to explore the resources of a 
more indigenous form, the epic. The early poems, 
written in free verses, present a reflective persona 
who witnesses and evaluates his world in a language 
that is sharply metaphoric, and whose tones are 
sometimes bitter, sometimes ironic, but invariably 
passionate and authoritative. Serote's predominant 
themes focus on the waste and suffering that are 
encountered in the midst of ordinary, daily experi
ence under apartheid. While this experience is fil
tered through anguish, the feeling seldom lapses 
into sentimentality or an acceptance of easy solu
tions; Serote's control is a function of a defiant 
spirit, and his imagery can sharply articulate social 
commentary, as in "Burning Cigarette" (from his 
first book): 

This little black boy 
Is drawn like a cigarette from its box, 
Lit. 
He looks at his smoke hopes 
That twirl, spiral, curl 
To nothing. 
He grows like cigarette ashes 
As docile, as hannless; 
Is smothered. 

The final poem in Yakhal'inkomo, however, called 
"Black Bells," reveals an explicit frustration with 
both the language and the formal limitations of the 
dominant pattern, and it points the way to Serote's 
experiments with longer structures (a process that 
also led eventually to Serote's one and only novel, 
To Every Birth Its Blood, 1981). The protagonist in 
"Black Bells" complains of being "trapped twice," 
both by the apartheid society and by the language 
of "whitey." The poem ends in a scramble to get 
out: "You trapped me whitey! Meem wanna ge aot 
Fuc / Pschwee e ep booboodubooboodu bllllll / 
Black books, / Fresh blood words shitrr Haai, / 
Amen." 

Serote's exasperation with the social, linguis
tic, and formal constraints of his situation, together 
with a brief, longing glance at the possibility of an 
alternative, black, cultural authority-the "Black 
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books" contammg "Flesh and blood words"-are 
seldom completely suppressed below the unstable 
surface of most of the early poems. The struggle 
with language and form, however, is part of the 
struggle to come to terms with and articulate the 
black experience. "Where's the world?" asks the 
speaker in "The Face of a Happening" in the same 
book, "How do you look at it? / It's like you are 
trying to put the wind into bed." In the early poems 
Serote does turn in a few instances to indigenous 
resources for appropriate formal models, and the 
results are such poems as "City Johannesburg" and 
"Alexandra" in Yakhal'inkomo, and "Introit" in 
Tsetlo, which have links with the traditional i:t.ibongo 
and lithoko, especially the device of "making by 
naming." Some of the poems- for example, "Hell, 
Well, Heaven" in Yakhal'inkomo and "Mother Dada 
and Company" in Tsetlirmake use of an African
American vocabulary and idiom, notably in their 
jazzlike parallelisms and refrains. But it is in the 
longer poems of No Baby Must Weep (1975) and 
Behold Mama, Flowers (1978) that Serote attempts a 
more complete integration of his formal versatility 
and a historic vision of the black struggle, although 
the personal or existential emphasis remains strong 
in the longer poems as well. 

No Baby Must Weep is a single poem of fifty
three pages, which attempts to chart the course of 
the "blackmanchild" in its journey of self-discovery 
and self-emergence. The poem establishes many of 
the formal and symbolic patterns that &rfe was to 
use in later work. The journey begins with a return 
to childhood, to the familial relations and peer 
group associations that develop within the scarred 
urban landscape of the township; the consistent 
thread through this experience is the bond with the 
mother, who is the addressee of the poem. The 
growth to adult consciousness involves a sense of 
internal loss, an existential pain- the recurrent met
aphor for which is a bleeding wound-generated by 
questions about selfhood and identity ("mama / you 
grew a hollow and named it me"); but the pain is 
also secular, and more than individual, in that it 
involves an internalization of the wider social mal
ady. Serote's imagery of the body in various forms
youthful, aged, in childbirth, wounded-serves as a 
register of imCJ.ediate pressures in the experiences of 
individuals in a brutal environment. Toward the 
end of the poem the selfs transcendence is sought 
through the deployment of organic metaphors: the 
sea, sky, landscape, and trees; but, finally and most 
powerfully, the river. The river gives coherence and 
historical depth to the black experience, thereby 
assuaging it symbolically: 
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this river is dark 
this river is deep 
this river coils its depths and hides its flow 
the river is dark 
the deaths that emerged from a creation into a hole 
fell and formed little ripples on the surface of the river 
the deaths that came rushing like a mad train 
crushed 
smashed 
and there were no screams 
there were no tears 
nobody mowned 
the corpses still stride the street like scarecrows[.] 

No Baby Must Weep ends with an affirmation of the 
self, through its transcendence and integration with 
the collective history imagined in the river, but 
there is also an affirmation of the value of the poetic 
language that gives expression to the process: "i 
have gone beyond the flood now/ i left the word on 
the flood I it echoes in the depth the width / i am 
beyond the flood." 

The relationship between "the word" and 
"the flood," between the resources of language and 
the black historical ~xperience, provides the titular 
motif for Serote's next long poem, Behold Mama, 
Flowers. From the artist Skunder Boghossian, Serote 
learned the story of a man who chopped a body into 
pieces, and when he threw them into a river, a child 
looking on said, "Mama, look at the flowers." The 
river in this poem-whose waters are "no longer 
clean"-runs not only through the black diaspora 
but also through the entire colonized world: it is the 
Limpopo, the Zambesi, the Nile, the Mississippi, the 
Amazon, and the Ganges. This larger perspective is 
probably attributable to the poem's having been 
written outside South Africa, in 1975, during 
Serote's period in the United States as a student at 
Columbia. This sojourn was clearly not a happy 
one for Serote: some of the anguish of what was 
surely Serote's own sense of isolation comes 
through in the portrayal of Yao in To Every Birth fts 
Blood; Serote is also on record as having said · to 
Chapman, perhaps impulsively, that "going to 
America was a waste of time." But the experience 
did provide him an expanded sense of historical 
horizons. In addition to South Africans such as 
Albert Luthuli and Robert Sobukwe, who are given 
a united "voice" in the poem, there are, for exam
ple, scattered references to such figures as Angela 
Davis, Malcolm X, and Georgejackson, and to the 
leaders of anticolonial struggles in Mozambique and 
Guinea Bissau- Eduardo Mondiane and Amilcar 
Cabral. As in No Baby Must Weep, the poem develops 
from an existential center involving a journey of 
self-discovery. This point of departure is located in . 
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the only repeated refrain, "where is it that i am not 
there/ what is it that i do not know." The search for 
identity that the poem records, however, is con
structed from the capacity of the speaking subject to 
witness pain and give it a historical dimension by 
recalling it in memory and by summoning the col
lective will to endure and transcend it. (The appeal 
to a historical memory, followed by a call for mobi
lization, is a pattern that Serote repeats in later, 
more explicitly revolutionary poems.) 

The first of what Serote called "the storms of 
the future" were closer than he might have antici
pated in 1975, when No Baby Must Weep was pub
lished, for in June of the following year the Soweto 
revolt erupted. To Every Birth /ts Blood incorporates 
the "days of Power," as they became known in 
subsequent literature. The novel does not narrate 
the course of the revolt, nor does it directly tell the 
story of the students who were involved in it, but it 
does explore the experience of a range of people 
whose lives are thrown into crisis by the revolt and 
its consequences. The novel falls into two parts. 
Part 1, presented in the first person, deals with the 
personal history and early, unfulfilling working life 
of protagonist Tsi Molope. (Much of the anguished 
subjectivity of Serote's poems is filtered through the 
character of Tsi, for whom the drinks and the jazz 
of the townships provide supports against the alien
ating and brutalizing effects of black life.) Part 2 is 
in the third person, and deals more fully with Tsi's 
family and associates. The deepening historical cri
sis is shown to affect the characters in different 
ways, but most notably readers see the emergence 
to mature political leadership of Michael Ramono; 
the absorption into activism of his daughter, 
Dikeledi, through the agency of Oupa, Tsi's illegiti
mate and disregarded nephew; and the growth of 
guerrilla activity linking the remaining individuals 
into the loosely defined political association termed 
the Movement. At times the Movement is indicative 
of the popular swing to the ANG, which followed 
on the revolt, at other times it operates as an or
ganic metaphor (like the river of Serote's longer 
poems) linking disparate elements into an affirma
tion of collective resistance. The treatment of the 
Movement as both secular and organic remains a 
consistent feature of Serote's poems, and it appears 
in A Tough Tale. 

Criticism of To Every Birth /ts Blood is divided 
over the question of whether the work is structur
ally coherent. Dorian Barboure argues that!' is for
mally and thematically unified by a shift ffdm an 
individual to a collective focus, and from alienation 
to commitment. Another critic, who values formal 
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unity less highly than the relationships between 
fiction and history, contends that the novel com
prises two distinct fictional projects, that the exis
tential bildungsroman involving the life of Tsi is 
overtaken, but not completely erased, by the larger, 
more radical narrative of social conflict and resis
tance. The latter reading relies on calculated 
guesses about the revolt being incorporated into the 
novel as it happened. 

To Every Birth/ts Blood and, by implication, the 
events at Soweto in 1976, are clearly pivotal in 
Serote's development. In fact one might argue that 
the cha/ges that began to occur in Serote's work at 
this time reflect wider shifts of allegiance within 
black political life and that Serote was close to the 
pulses of the/e developments. It is true that in the 
poems up to and including Behold Mama, Flowers, 
Serote's work has close affinities with "Black Con
sciousness," the philosophy of black self-reliance 
pioneered by the South African Students Organiza
tion (SASO) and given its most articulate expression 
in the work of Steve Biko. It was the most signifi
cant rallying point of the 1970s up to and including 
the revolt. In keeping with this consensus, Serote's 
earliest categories of social analysis are racial ones, 
and he unmistakably deploys formal and ideological 
strategies that show a conscious identification with 
the black world and its traditions. Mzamane, in his 
introduction to Serote's Selected Poems (1982), argues 
explicitly that Serote is "the poet of Black Con
sciousness." Serote also worked with CULCOM, 
the cultural committee within SASO, and was an 
associate of Biko. (Interestingly, it was Biko who 
persuaded Serote to continue a working relationship 
with the white poet Lionel Abrahams, who had 
been instrumental in publishing Serote's first collec
tions but whose editorial suggestions Serote found 
difficult to accept.) The involvement with Black 
Consciousness also extended to Serote's work with 
theater groups. Serote himself, on the other hand, is 
cautious about the label and says laconically that it 
was given to him partly by unsympathetic readers. 
What emerges in To Every Birth /ts Blood, however, is 
an uneven process in which the struggle is seen to 
be most usefully advanced by a secular ideology
rather than the racial or cultural ideology character
istic of Black Consciousness-and a form of collec
tivization that is most obviously represented by the 
ANC. The character Ramono, whose activism 
stretches back to the nonracialism of the 1950s 
(which distinguished him from the Soweto genera
tion) and whose political wisdom carries the most 
weight in the novel, tells Dikeledi in what is un-
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doubtedly the clearest ideological statement of the 
novel: 

.A want you to understand that colour must not be the 
issue. Once we get to understand that, then we can talk 
on, but I am afraid that you have put too much empha
sis on the colour question~ 

Serote's ideological emphases are not sectar
ian, however; it is indeed a question of emphasis, as 
Ramano puts it. In Serote's next work, The .Night 
Keeps Winking (1982), written wholly under condi
tions of committed exile in Botswana and given 
over unambiguously to the ideal of "national revo
lution," there is an opening tribute to Biko. The 
poem is the most directly revolutionary of Serote's 
works until this point, ending with a celebration of 
the spectacular effects of ANG sabotage attacks, 
notably one on a prestigious oil refinery in which 
"red, blue, green and yellow flames scream into the 
sky." 

The poem falls into three sections. The first, 
"Time Has Run Out," deals once again with mem
ory and establishes the record of resistance in the 
popular consciousness. Throughout this section the 
night is seen as the suprahistorical witness to the 
decades of black suffering; the night is a knowing 
consciousness that enables Serote to posit the histor
ical continuity demanded by the resistance move
ment. In the second section, "The Sun Was Fall
ing," there are two poems: "Exile," which deals 
with the silence surrounding the exile in his adopted 
home; and "Notes," which traces the growth of a 
"secret" into a "song," in this context a revolution
ary commitment to armed struggle that brings as
surances of a transformed future. The names of 
ANClfallen, notably Solomon Mahlangu, are given 
as ral~ing calls. The final section, "Listen, the Baby 
Cries and Cries and Cries," similarly consists of 
two poems: "Once More, the Distances," a lyrical 
poem that anticipates the birth of a love-child (pre
sumably also a representative of the new society); 
and "The Long Road," which celebrates the suc
cesses of ANG attacks while asking repeatedly, 
"how is a long road measured?" 

A Tough Tale, Serote's long poem published in 
1987, continues the revolutionary dedication of The 
.Night Keeps Winking, but there is a deepened sense of 
the cost of the struggle; Serote intimates that its 
human and historical dimensions are, in the final 
analysis, beyond the capacity of language or narra
tive to grasp, for in the poem he asks, " how can this 
tale be told?" It would be useful to recall the period 
prior to the poem's publication, 1985-1987, which 
involved three successive states of emergency de-
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dared by the government, arrests ran into figures 
well over ten thousand, there were complete news 
blackouts, and more deaths were recorded than in 
any of the other major conflicts with which South 
Africa's history has been littered, including the 
Soweto revolt. Implicitly Serote's poem asks what 
supports literature can provide in such a context. 
No narrative seems to be adequate to such a mo
ment, other than as a reminder of the power of 
people to endure: "my people / I cannot be rash 
with this tale/ you taught me to wait an~tient / 
so you- I through your wealth of life/ you tell this 
tale as your life unfolds." Serote also speaks soberly 
about this tale being "a song whose strength like 
strong wind / can blow and reveal our weaknesses." 
The difference between The Night Keeps Winking and 
A Tough Tak is the latter's sharper sense of histori
cal limitations. A Tough Tak is not lacking in com
mitment; on the contrary, the poem ends by draw
ing strength from the continued existence and resili
ence of what for Serote are the key resistance orga
nizations, the ANC and its allies, the South African 
Congress of Trade Organizations (SACTU) and the 
South African Communist Party (SACP). But 
Serote's tale, in the final account, is the one these 
organizations tell of themselves. 

Serote's most recent book is On the Horii.on, 
published in 1990. Although it appeared after the 
unbanning of the ANC in February 1990, it is a 
collection of talks and interviews given by Serote 
between 1986 and 1989 in his capacity as cultural 
attache of the ANC in London. If, in his creative 
work, Serote gradually allows his personal voice to 
merge with that of the ANC and its allies, the 
process is fulfilled in this collection, where he spells 
out his movement's position explicitly on such ques
tions as the meaning of Black Consciousness in the 
1970s, the function of cultural activism, the cultural 
boycott, censorship, and so forth. It is a valuable 
collection for anyone interested in the maturation of 
Serote's views and in the position of the ANC on 
important issues during a crucial period of its strug
gle. However, the collection offers more than the 
party line; Serote's vision of the end of apartheid is 
an expression of his faith in ideas of modernity and 
freedom for humanity as a whole: "The struggle for 
the destruction of apartheid and for the abolition of 
the exploitation of the majority by the minority in 
South Africa is, on the one hand, a re-entering of 
history by over twenty million people who are 
black; and on the other hand, their entering the 
civilised world which, for many years, has been 
expressing a select culture which consciously ex
cludes the majority of the world, and this will con-
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tribute to the totality and dynamism of human 
civilisation." 
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i\; . ,.,A~'.~ Fr~~ the earty·paemf--Yub~.iJJkoma. vliere"iiie-aii"guish ofofa.ct life .. in-s~U:ih--·---·-·· 
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· ---~ Africa becomes compressed into a perso.nal lyricism of u.nusual i.nte.nsity, to the epic 
{,tq&---;} 

expansiveness of A Tough r31j with its directly refere.ntial a.nd secular celebratio.n of 

a revolutio.nary moveme.nt, the career of Mo.ngane Wally Serote spans an important 

period in the history of resistance and its cultural expression in South Africa over the 
+,...)~ decedes, 

past dee-Mia Md a ba:l:f. Serote ls widely recognized in South Africa and beyo.nd as F"-
i,,v~l} J'!7tJs 

a leading figure in the generation of writers :which emerged in the .se:veaties (known 
I\ ,\.. 

as the era of Soweto Poetry), which includes Oswald Mbuyiseni Mtshali. Sipho Sepamla, 
-'[h:s qr()Kf1$ C\- li,,e,./"-Je.s 

and M&fib. Gvala.~or.t of t..bis seAe~--vhich t9ntad&-tQ. the collective work 
~n ~ 

of ~1 itets' g1 oups wbish.--aloag vith ied:ividual f)Oets, V-eff publishing in 

Staffr~!!-! magazine--inaugur4 a resurgence of blac.t. literary activity in the 

country after the chilly silence produced by the banning and exile of the writers of the 
1qs-0$ JqbOs . ~ 

1ate-fifti1JS a.nd early smas, the generation associated vith Drum magazine ~, a•as 
"-- f\. 

~ fagrid Jonker Prize foe poetry ia 19~. ud a.long with-Wopt~ao.d J. 

~ M. Coetzee, he :was givea the South African :£ng:tts11 Academy Creative Writi:Jlg Aw:ard in 

~ J983 as..,, or tbe "mn<t oi&Ail'.icut" or Saut.1, Afrieaa ~e 

~ J~~~ .. ~ h~ ~~ ~ . 

IA- 1>n ,g. m~ tt/1/t/ 
/1/-MongaJserote vas born in Sophi.ato~but he grew up and vent to primary school in 

Alexandra, a township in J?hanne~burg,~.hic.h "vas notmea.ntfor people to live in;· As ht. -h!L 
/Yli,u.lelo V,-:z.ik.hlAtJJ" nl/2,111,.ml{.11€. 1/J an -1rd·t.rVJe.vt./. V (MZiiftaa,,, imeNtew. ,1). The child of parentsv.ho, as he puts it, were~ 

~ -------- neither very ric.h)nor very poor. Serote was able both to feel part of a. community 

ft a,dJ., ks h • • • .h .9-d also fl d • IA•a. v ose common experience was .unpove.ris mentt a.nc to re ect on an a.rucu-
p~+s I Ar J_ ~ ;nfe,v itm.r fYl/c..h(!f,e/ f/211pnl{n 
/l'\/411'\i-Q- + th.at experience.)fe explain" "that position makes you .keenly aware of other people 

Jobs ,..../ being enremel;poor. and that in fact you are closely related to poverty. Poverty is a. -------~ 



constant threat. You become a-ware that it is a miracle that you have meals daily. that 

you have a chance to go to school. Llvi1lg a miracle is like hanging from a very high, 

big.b buildiJlg. held there only by a strand of hair. That is Alexandra: that is South 
_5-- -Hrne Jie, wro-h hrs 

Afri~ (Qapma.a. 58i•8'1}Jloet.r)• 113). From the early poem ~tiUed~ 
/\ has ,,; I\ ..for hi M 

• Alexandra," Serote's home town remain~ a distiJlctive signature/a specific urban 
-....._/ /\ '-../ /f . 

geography tra11sfonned by e1perience iJlto an ambivalent symbol of both mothering 

3 

and oppressio~fMy begi:tuiirtg •~ bleued te you,/ just me yett k:aot m:y dest.iay" ~ 

Jt-r~...-..m. <c. 

en l Serote left~ Morris Isaacson High School in Soveto before matricu1ating, having 
v1t:Hit1s se_9reqt,t,./-io111'st- /ct-, 

been amon «Jfhe earliest of the~orJnruke be:nefic:iaries1>( Bantu Educatio~ 6iw ~ / ~ 

ft1).m a yeax and , hldf at dle Saered Heart Higa Seaeel i1l Leribe, Leooth~ In 1969 /f(e 
hrowrt,f

vas detained for .nine months under the Terrorism Act; no charges vere JEefel'red 
/"-

against him.~ his re~ Before leaving South Africa .in 197-t. Serote vorked in 
. '0 -1:i- .-/h~ 

advertising and as a free.la4ce journalist for Pog, and he collabrated vith several 
-K'e /1. 

cultural groups,such ~ Mihloti BtactTheatre, MDALI (Music. Drama, Art, Literature 

lnstitute)
1
and SABTU (South African BtactTbeatre Union) . ,OUting th.b pertod he~ 

aueher:ed a musieal. ~ From 197' to 1979 he studied /ine ~ andfaeative JI riti.o.g 

at Columbia University in Nev Yort,vhere he received an. M.A. ~ On his rewm 

to ,fa'uthern Africa in 1979, Serote chose voluntary exile in Botsvana}Vhere he co

founded the Medu Ar~mble. He has published poetry ill !]p,hir. Kev QJ.i.tz, ~ 
~i:. Co11tnst. SWTrujer, Purple Re11osteLj and f!!YlMY-- ~ l/Vf\ 

-All/lJo/onof/lod.rylJJ,StnttlJ ~i:tlEB/eill ~ At present he lives in 

London and vorks ill the Department of Arts and Culture of the African. National 

Congress( A- r-l C) . 
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~ -~ ,,J?,e,-Jif/t ~ r· :1'- /[l:.. Serote's first two c0Uectio11s. YJU.b&l'i1Jko1110 (;f'hicb means the cry of caule going to 
l f ../1ie ll/7'1 boo" aa4TJ ..ft,rtr 

slaughter) an~Tsello ~~d :t.tfe ai~~rt~U:l of luring whistle ~can lead the 

listener to either pleasure or da.llger--perhaps a symbol of the poeq consist mainly of 
--11-i,, of .., hi e- "1. 

lyric poems and dramatic mo11ologues~ formal antecede11ts can be found. by and 
A 

large, in the Anglo-American tradition; ill later-vort:9{erote begins to explore the 
~ . 

resources of .,l:ti\_ more indige.nous form. the epic. The early poems. 'Vritte11 in free 

verse, present a reflective persona vho -witnesses Nd su qglea au~d evaluates his 

ld · 1 ~ih · b 1 h · a"'J...11 • b" wor m a anguage JS s arp y metap one, Y ose tones are sometimes 1tter, 
I\ /\. 

sometimes ironic. but invariably passio11ate and authoritative. Serote's predomi.nant 
/;clAS, arr 

themesupress tbe Yaste and suffering that are encountered in the midst of ordinary, 
"-

daily experience under apartheid. While this experience is filtered through ~ 

~ ; ~ anguish~ f~bo witoews and suffers :w~ the feeling seldom lapses into 

seJ1timeJ1tality or an acceptance of easy solutioJ1s; Serote's control is a function of a .-1-:-
li:-S /VI 

defi&J1tspirit._an~agery ~an sharply articulate social comment&ryf;' ClS inf 
{-fr-o""' hiJ .firs+· ln,ok.): 

Is drawn like a cigarette from its bo1. 
Lit. l 
This little black boy 

Be loots at his smote hopes 1 H~--'J That twirl. spiral, curl . 
To nothing. 
Be grows like cigarette ash.es 
As docile. as harmless; 
ls smothered. -------

NBurni.o.g Cigarette" 

The ruia1 poem. in Y&klull'.ulkomo, hovever, called NBJ.act Bells." reveals an explicit 

frustration vith both the language and the formal limiWfons of the dnmio&at pattern. 
;~ ~r 

and points the va.y to Serote's experiments Yith longer structures (a process~ also ltl 
/\ -ro £ver't .i;t"--hi I-h 9/i,orl., 1q9; in ''Bk:tc.k 8ellr" 

!iiaseventuaily to Serote's one and only noveB, The prota.go~plai.n.s of being 

"trapped tvice," both by the apartheid society and by the language of "vhitey." T.b.e 

poem ends in a. scramble to get out: "You've trapped me vhitey! Meem. vanna ge aot 



Fut Pschvee e ep booboodubooboodu bllillf Black boo.k.s/ Flesh blood words shit.rr 

Haai/ Amen,; (~'L 

~--7 0 

~ Serote's exasperation with the social, linguistic1and formal constraints of his siluatio.n, 

together with a brief. longing glance at. the possibility of an alternative. ~lack. 

cultural authority-the "Black books" containing '!lesh aadti1ood words" --a.re seldom 

completely suppressed below the unstable surface of most.of the early poems. The 

struggle with language and form. hovever, is part of the struggle to come to terms 

vith. 14d articulate the black experience. "Where's the world?" asks the speaker in 
in -li.e s4ni Jl!-/nm/t. J 

"The Face of a. Happening"rf-fib)»J~"How do you look atit? / It's like you are 
/I 

trying to put the wind into bed." In the early poems Serote does turn in a fev instances 

to indigenous resources for appropriate formal models, and the results are such poems 

as "City Johannesburg" and "Alexandra." in __ Y~'!4-~m0Jand "Introit" in TsetJo. 6'' 
which h&ve linb with ~e ~.n€a10 and liUlob7cially th:~ce of ~ 
· matiog1by oamioto &ee Y@nrfe~JQwrfe:.!_,lnlhi~~t;ioJito_Je!~ Some of 

the poems--for enmple, "Hell. Well, Heaven" in Yah8101bJJ11D and "Mother Dada and 

Company" in Tse/Jo -'1D&ke use of u ~:r,ican vocabulary and idiom, notably in - * their jazz'f u.te parallelisms and refrains. But it is in the longer poems of No /Jahy Must u'hlr {11J1J) - - · --- ---
,t!t!p and Bellold ~~ Flown th.at Serote attempts a. more complete integration of 
'-f\ - -- . -- ·- ---- fl. ~ 

his formal versatility and ifbistori~ion of black struggle, although the personal 
A 

or existential emphasis remains strong in the longer poems as well. 

t. ~ 
I ~ No Bllhy JftJSt_ '"!! is a single poem of rlfty-three pages,which attempts to chart the 

course of the "blac.km.anc.hild" in its journey of self-discovery and self-emergence. The 
was +o 

poem establishes JD40.Y of the formal and symbolic patterns that Serote ,ieiti use in later 
;'\ 

vork. The journey begins vith a. return to childhood, to the fam mat relations and peer 

group associations that develop within the scarred urban landscape of the township; 



the consistent thread through this eiperience is the bond with the mother. who is the 

addressee of the poem. The growth to adult consciousness involves a sense of internal 
whidi 

loss. an elistential pain--the recurrent metaphor for tJl.is is a bleeding vound--
~ .:# 

generated by questions about seJfhood and identity ("mama/ you grev a hollow and 

named it me")~ but the pain is also secular. and more than individual. in that it 

involves an internalization of the wider social malady. Serote's imagery of the body in 

various forms--youthfuJ. aged. in childbirth. Younded--serves as a register of 

immediatt(1l11Dost preco:11sciou~pressures in the ~eiperienc' of individuals in a. 

brutal environment. Tovar~e end of the poemri:;e selfs transcendence is sought 

through the deployment of ~ausber aforganic metaphors: ~e sea. ~sty. Uli

landscape~ri.~es; butfinally and most po'Werfully, the river. The river gives coherence 
A . 

and historical depth to the blact eiperieJlce. thereby assuaging it symbolically: 

7 this river is dart 
this river is deep 
this river coils its depths aiid hides its flow 
the river is dark 
the deaths that emerged from. a. creation. in.to a. hole b / /4. , fell and formed lltt1t ripples on the surface of the river 
the deaths that came rushiJlg like a. mad train 
crushed 
smashed 
and there vere no screams 

J there were Ao tears 
nobody mourned 
the corpses still stride the streets like scarecrows f: J 

No lJ&hy Must '/Yeep ends with an affirmation of the self. through its transcendence 

and integration with the collective history imJ~d in the river. but there is also an 
~ ;r 

affirmation of the value of the poetic language w!lj~h gives eipression to this process: 

·i have gone beyond the flood n.o../J i left the vorton the nool\ t echoes in the depth 

¾ L• ~ 
the width/ i am beyond the nooct; ~.~ ~ -· 

6 



{ff The relationship betveen "the word" and ~the flood," ..ift:.ctbar~lietween the 

resources ~f language and the black historical e1perience. provides the 

tiwla.r motif for Serote's next long poe~ ()Jl.il'[~d A(.~11, f'!q~ers. From the 

artist S.t.under Boghossian, Serote learned the story of a man who chopped a body .into 
whel'I h~ -#i,ev() 

piec~andA_t.bro'l!iag them into a river. a child 1OO.t.ing on said. "Mama. look at the 

flowers." The river in this poem--whose-vaters a.re "no longer clean"--runs not. only 

through the blact diaspora but also through the entire colonized world: it is the 
f · a1rl .1,.J:. 

7 

Limpopo. the Zambesi. the Nile. the Mississipi. the Amazon. the Ga.ngesfOl;JThis larger 
1\ /'- S. J., ~f • 

. 0/,('{'I tr:rr ,cct ., 
perspective is probably attributable to the poem's having being -written outside of-tbe 

/\ 

eou~ 19~. during Serote's period in the United States as a swdent at Columbia. 

Wh~this sojourn was clearly not. a happy one for Serote~some of the anguish of what was - . 
~rely Serote's own sense of isolation comes through in the portrayal of Yao .in To 

-ID cA~1ma11 -
Every Birlll its Blood; Serote is also OJl record as haviJlg ~perhaps impulsively. that 
----···- · · -· · · ~- . Bu+ -/h~ {1¥ft,iuic.e 
• going to America was a waste of time.·);~£~; :::4Fef8~1UIT1' did provide 

h~ ~ ' 
an e1panded sense of historical horizons. lo. addition to South Africans such as AJbert 

/\ i11 -fJ-,tL foe.-, 
Luthuli and Robert Sobune. who are given a united "vole~~ there a.re. for example. 

scattered references to such figures~-, 4 ~,. Angela Davis. Malcolm X 

a.nd George Jactson. and to the leaders of ~tip:olonial struggles in Mozambique 
_J...- V' 

a.nd Guinea Bissau~ua.rdo Mondla.ne a.nd Amil cu Cabral. As in No iJ&IJy Must 'ff'eep. 

the poem develops from an eliste11tia.1 center involving a journey of self-discovery. 

This point of deparwre is located in the only repeated refrain. "where is it that i am 11ot 

there/ what is it that i do not. know." The search for identity that the poem records, 

however. is __ ............ _. :J7o.itructed from the capacity of the speaking subject to witness ~ l,;l /\ 

pain a.nd give it a}ibistorical dimension/by rec&11.ing it. in memory and by summoning 

the collective will to endure a.nd transcend it. (The appeal to J-i;istorical memory, 

folloYed by a cal.J for mobili_?tion. is a pattern that Se.rote ~epeai in later. more 
vi 

i 
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~ 

CA-'1rG fJ<!./~ 
~V' ~ r~+-

(> 

~ r-9 I 
1k-r~i . -. 

by contiJluous historical wnnoil. here 11e.re ·storms· .iJ:l 

-.,-,.--viped the cattle 
~ 

ou vipe your nose clean") *' and the.re a.re stor 

that one day. t.he storm 11ill hit.me/ and i 11· / and i 11ill never ti able to say it the 

vay i sbouJd say it./ what i really " / i shall have left/ .iJ:lto the sto~ of the 

fuWns (~e poem' nclud.iJ:lg paragraphs, moreover, provide COJlt.e~ • g / 
_.--: 

scenarios. IJl first.. "your dignity is locked tight. in the resting laces · e places 

vhere you sbaH dri.n.k. vater / around the fire v.here you 



i 

c,..,::: 

everything is sile about dignitie~ ' _ ·. The final tine then . , ~· 

offers the c--but not political-

they begiJl to bloom~-~---

04, ~ ~ wkcl he . 
I/ The first of_fle ·storms of the future" was closer than ~ might have anticipated in 

//o .e~Ji.1!:!J:Jtfiii/fl ep /\. /4~ 1 m. when ~ llas published. for in June of the following year the 

L/ Soweto fevolt erupted. ToEPery Birth its Blood incorporates the ·days of Power," as 

lq ·' ) they became mown in subsequent literature~ also Siphe Sepami&'s A Rilk"" t./J~ 

-#JurJfYitJ-u. MiriamT.ta!i's A:4bmdla and MbtJida Mzamaae's ~~ 

The novel does not narrate the course of the;{evolt. nor does itdirecUy tell the story ~f 

the students who vere involved in it. but it does explore ~up epi.sodis mcm!Z" ~e 

experience of a range of people whose lives are thrown into crisis by the~volt and its 
I 

consequences. The novel falls into tvo parts. ~. presented in. the first person. 
/rtJfaJ Mi Sf 

deals vitb. the personal history and early, unfUlfilled working life of Tsi Mo lope. (Much 
R/f ~nul. 1Jir,,u.Jh I\ 

of the anguished subjectivity of Serote's poems is J:\ the character of Tsi. for whom. the 

dn.ni and jazz of the tovns.hips provide supports against the alienating and 
0-z.. ~ 

brutallAing effects of black life") Part~ is in the third person. and deals more fully 

vith Tsi's family and associates. 116e..the deepening .historical crisis is shown to affect 
:::: (e/lvder-s 

the ch.atacters in. different w&ys, but most notably A see the emergence to mature 

political leadership of Michael Ramo no: the absorption in.to &etivism of his daughter, 

Diteledi. through the agency of Oupa. Tsi's illegitimate and disregarded nephew: and 
r 

the growth of gue~illa. activity linking the remaining individuals into the loosely 

defined political association termed the Movement. At times the Movement is indicative 

of the popular swing to the ANC)vhich followed on the.Revolt, at other times it operates 
Str-o+e..'J 

as an organic metaphor (like the river of~ longer poems) lin.tio.g disparate elements 

into an affirmation of collective resistance. The treatment of the Movement as both 



secular and organic rema.iJls a consistent feature of Serote's poems. and it appears in 

~ A Tough T&J_e..:_ 

A~ 
~ JI~ 8/!)cd 

q{--Criticism of To Every Bi.rl/J is divided over the question of vhether the vork is 
I\ Dor/an /Ja.dou re 

strucwrally coherent. Gae eri~ argues that it is formally and thematically unified by 
I\ 

a shift from an individual to a. c~llective focus. and from alienation to commitment p 
crih' 0 

@ ~ (Barlu 11g 122 ~: _a.noth1' vho values formal unity less highly than the 

relationships betveen fiction a.nd history. contends that the novel comprises two 
~ 

distinct fictional projects. that the existential /J!ft{u,.r1K,sroJJW1 involving the life ofTsi 
I 77 11 1Tr" 

is overtaken. but not completely erased. by the larger, more radical narrative of social 

conflict and resistance. The latter reading relies on calculated guesses about the/evolt 

10 

-------
~ incorporated into the novel as it happenedp,asar:~. s:. 

\ 9{ To Evttry Birtl1 /is B/oo/J;,,_d,by implical.ioit, lhe eve11ts;{ SoveJ) 976, are clearly 

pivotal in Serote's development. In factjone mighl argue that the changes that be~ 

to occur in Serote's wor.t at this time reflect ·wider shifts of allegiance vithin black 

political life/ and that Serote ~~lose to the pulse of these developments. It is true 
i\ i'"4J)' ~-~qr~ 

that in the poems up to and including Behold MU1&. Florrers. Serote~ has close 

affinities vith'<Blac.t Consciousness,)the philosophy of bla.c.k self-relia.nce pioneered by 

the South Africa.n Students Organization (SASO)j;.nd given its most articulate 
It ..e:ta:-f'*==l:ij111 . ..,1_. vs_ ,,Jc .. ~ 

e%pression in the vork of Steve Biko)~ vas the most significant ideological rallying 
IC/?Os .. A "' L._ 

point of the ~up to and including the~evolt. In keeping vith this consensus. 

Serote's earliest categories of social analysis are racial ones. and he unmistakr-ahty 
~ -

deploys formal and ideological strategies that shov a conscious identification vith the / 
1
) 

:an. .•• , •• ~ fi_/s Se rol-e. 's c 178;..1 
black vorld and its traditions. ~ Mwnane. in~ introduction to Selected PoeJJJS/ 

,, )\ A ;r 
argues ~pliciUy that Serote itthe poet of Black Consciousness~Serote also 

worked with CULCOM. the cultural committee vithin SASO. and vas an associate of Bik.~ 
u> 
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Linterestingly /it vas Biko vho persuaded Serote to continue a. working relationship 

vith the white poet Lionel Abrahams, vho had been instrumental in publishing 

Serote's first collection]but whose editorial suggestions Serote found difficult to a.ccepu, 
f3 I ct. c. !< C mteio1"$1'Ji 5-S • r ff. 

,-..i-'---:jw-siit?Fi3i). The involvement vith ~ also extended to Serote's vort with fdlC the~ 
A ,~~~, 

group . .. ,,. Serote himself, on the other hand, is cautious about th~ 

---,=--::;~ and ~ys ~~~i-ca.lly that it was given to him partly by unsympathetic f aad;;:w~-
1;. <l...- 4,:,-, - ) 

amtiie\rii&e) readers.4Chapwim-¾!3).~ubt a:, a distiincliig ~ - What emerges 
I\ I+~ f!~ ,,J, . . 

in To EYery lJ.i.rth" however. is an uneven P:f!...Cess i.n vhich the struggle is seen to be 
. •1d ecloC4/\M 

most usefully advanced by a. secuta.rA rath~r than the racial or cultural ideology~ 
.J_ 

~bara.cteristic of Black ConsciouSJless~a.nd a form of collectiv~on that is most 
11-it c'ho..r-<>..c fer-

obviously represented by the ANC. ~a.no, vhose activism stretches back to 
JqS-Or 

the nonrra.cialism of the fifties (vhich distinguishes him from the Soveto generation) 

and vh~ political wisdom ;urief tiost veight i.n the novel. tells Dikeledi in vhat is 
/\ 

undoubtedly the clearest ideological statement of the novel~ 

- - - - -------·- ·--') ,__ _____ 
C "I vant you to understand that colour must not be the issue. 

(YvO Once ve get to understand that. then we can talt on. but I 
am afraid that you ha.ve put too much emphasis on the 

b//t- . co1ourquestion." ~ 

Cfts.rote's ideological emphases are not sectuiaD., however; it is indeed a question of(, 

emphasis, as Ra.mo.no puts it. Eve'n-in Serote's nert vork, TlJ11NfKlztiet1ps FiiuiJ1¢
9

BJ..) 
, ~ 

vritten vholly under coa.ditions of com..mit.ed erile in Bo ~e decttian to:ge to ~ 

~~!OJLSA~.te-1m:cr.1·:b!ll:et!l"""~~f the healthies~:a.s I have ever madft-ia my 

~ ~en over unambiguously to the ideal of ".national revolution," 

there is aa. opening tribute to ~i.ko. The poem is the most directly tt:volutio.nary 

of Serote's vork.s until this point. ending fl' it do~vith a ceteb.ra.tion of the spectacular 

effects of ANC sabotage attacks, notably one o.o. ~ prestigious~ oil .refinery in 
(\.. 

vhich "red, blue, green and yellow fl.a.mes scream. into the sty0 ~ 
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qn.e poem falls il1to three sections. The first, "Time !!as £Un J)Ut," deals once again wi~ :~ 

memoryT and establishes the record of resistance in the popular consciousness. ~ 
Throughout this section the night is seen as the supra1historical vit.ness to the decades , 

11,e 11,3M i,; -{J,t(t \....../ 
6) of blact suffering, a knowing consciousness~ enables Serote to posit the 
~ A ~ 

historical continuity demanded by the resistance movement. In the second section, 

"The _§µn ~as .falling, .. there are tvo poems; "Elile," vhich deals with the ~silence - - -
surrounding the exile in his adopted home; and "Notes," vhich traces the growth of a 

"secretf into "a song," in this conte:it a revolutionary commitment to armed struggle¼ 

~ brings assurances of a transformed ruwre. The names of ANC fallen, notably 

Solomon Mah.la.ngu, are given as rallying calls. The final section. "Listen. the baby 
= . 

£ties and gies and ~ries," similarly consists oft'Vo poems: "Once ~ore, the distances," a 

~rical po:m ~-anticipates the birth of a love-child (presu.a:i,ly also : 
I\ 

representative of the nev society ~and "The _!?ng ~ad ... which celebrates the successes 

of ANC auac.ts while asking repeatedly."how is a long road measured?" 

~ 
---~ • Ji e.J j YI f 'jg ") > 

f~fr},s C;_.- -

4f A TouKil T&/e, Serote's fGS't reeeait long poeml'51 M4. continues the revolutionary 

dedication of Tlle NiglJtieeps '/Yi.DLi11K, but there is ~eepened sense of the costs 

of the struggle; ~ Serote irltimaies that its human and historical dimensions are> 
i~ 

in the final an&ly~beyond the capacity of language or narrative to grasp, for the 
~~ q A 

poem asts,repe.ue~ hov can this tale be toldi)It would be useful to rec&ll the period 
,/\ ,~ 

prior to the poem's publication. 198:5-87, vhicb involved three successive$tates of 
/I 

,.&ergency declared by the gover.nment·Ha the poem, the 5rase ha, betam~ a wounded'--
9,/ C<.r-;e d ·-s > -/1,e.re wtrt 

~ ~ deteat.ioas whieh ran into figures veil over ten thousand. complete news 
A were r--e UJtd{J_J. t,.. 

blackouts. and more death~t.b.an in any of the other major conflicts vit.b. which South 

Africa's history is littered, including the Soveto;/evolt. ImplicitlyjSerote's poem asts 

~hat supports~provide in such a conten~ No .narrative 

seems to be adequate to such a moment. other than as a reminder of the power of people 



to e11dure: "my people / I can.not be rash with this tale / you taught me to wait and be 

patient/ so you-- / through your wealth of life / you tell this tale as your life unfold6 

13 

.~. Serote ~so speaks soberly about this tale beinJ "a song whose strength lite 1 

~ --· - strong wind/ can blow and reveal ourwea.k.nesse$;) ~- The difference between T)Jc 
,4 ~u~h tale ·- --

NigluJ:eeps '/YiJJ.liag and the m&rt N68Atwoa.,is the latter's sharper sense of 
-- ·-- t\ 

historical limitations. A Tough T4lc is not lac.king in commitment; on the contrary, --·-----~-
the poem ends by drawing strength from the continued existence and resilience of 

what for Serote are the .key resistance organizations. the ANC and its allies, the South 

African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU) and the South African Communist Party 

~ (SACP)4;1e's tale, lll the final account, is the one these organizations tell of 

~ themselves. 
~ " ~~ ~~ f· /3/1-=) 
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be,e ~ 
Se.rote's most .recent 911hli:a1irn is Oo llle Borizoo. published in 1qqo, 

-;Jehe.nnesbtu g by the Congt ess of South Attica.ft W.riters (WS~ Although it 

a.ppea.red a.fte.r the unbanning of the ANC in Feb.rua.ry 1990. it is a collection of 

talts and interviews given by Se.rote between 1986 and 1989 in his capacity as 

cultural atta.cht of the ANC in London . If. in his c.reative vort. Se.rote gradua.lly 

allows his personal voice to merge vith that of the ANC and its allies, the process 

is fulfilled in this collection_, -where he spells out his movement's position 

e1plicitly on such questions as the meaning of Blac.t. Consciousness in the JC/7os, 

~e function of cultural activism. the cultural boycou, censorship, 

and so forth. It is a va'iuable collection for anyone interested in the ma.tu.ration 

of Se.rote's vievs and in the position of the ANC on important issues d~.ring a 

crucial period of its struggle. However. the collection offers mo.re than the 

pa.rty line; Se.rote's vision of the end of apartheid is an e1pression of his faith 

in ideas of :d~r~i~ -~d freedom _for hum~i~-~ -~-vhole: ') 

G he struggle for th~ destruction of apartheid and for the abolition of 

the exploitation of the majority by the minority in South Africa is, on 

the one hand, a .re-entering of history by over tve.nty million people 

vho a..re blac.t.; and o.n the other hand, their entering the civilised 

world which. for many yea.rs. has been e1pressing a select culture 

which consciously excludes the majority of the world, and this vill 

contribute to the totality and dynamism of human civilisation. "i 
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